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What am I going to cover …

New
challenges

 What new legal challenges do technological
advances present?
 Do existing principles apply?

Focus
 New legal and commercial
risks presented by the new
technologies
 Regulatory response

Artificial
Intelligence

Distributed
ledger
technology/Sm
art Contracts

 Is AI different to other technology solutions?
 How do lawyers feed into the ethical concerns?
 Other key legal issues

 What has been the regulatory response?
 Is a smart contract legally binding?
 Key legal issues to consider
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Artificial Intelligence

Building trust in the system

Acceptance
of AI

For AI to be accepted for
use in a given market: it will
need to be perceived by the
participants in that market
as meeting certain minimum
ethical and legal standards

Trust
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Embedding ethical values

Why are
ethical
values
important?

Humans make
decisions
against a
background of
implicit societal
ethical norms

AI is capable of
autonomous
decision-making
AI is trained on
past data and
live operational
date and takes
on societal
norms
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Legal risks (1)
Artificial
Intelligence

Supply chain Impact

Civil liabilities

Consumer impact

Does the
development / use of
AI change which AI
supply chain
participant(s) may be
potentially liable in
connection with it,
compared with how
liability is typically
allocated now?

What types of civil
liabilities might arise
for the client, or in
connection with its
supply chain?

If consumers could
be affected by AI
developed or used,
could the use of AI in
relation to
consumers adversely
affect the liability
profile of the client?

Contractual
implications
Might any such
liabilities need to be
reallocated by new
contractual liability
or indemnification
schemes where
appropriate?

Criminal liability
Is there a risk of
criminal liability for
the business in
connection with AI?
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Legal risks (2)
Artificial
Intelligence

Regulatory breach
Will any regulations
apply that could be
relevant in relation to
a business’s
development or use
of AI (including
environmental and
health and safety
regulations)? Are
new regulations
likely?

Human
rights/reputation

Data privacy

Cyber security

Insurance

Are there any human
rights or reputational
considerations that
the business ought
to take into account?

Do any data privacy /
data profiling issues
arise in connection
with the business’s
intended use of AI?

Is there a risk of
cyber intrusion in
relation to the AI, and
who could incur loss
as a result?

Has the client
reviewed their
insurance position in
relation to the
development or use
of AI?

Humans in loop

Design team

Is there any scope
for the AI product to
provide that a human
has the power to
intervene before
decisions by the
system are finalised
in order to check
them, or to override
them afterwards?

Is AI product
design/development
team aware of the
need to factor the
issues above into the
pre-product design
phase of an AI
project?
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Legal risks (3)
Artificial
Intelligence

HR / bias
Does the intended
use of AI raise any
employment law
issues, or issues of
bias and the
provision of goods,
services and
facilities?

IPR
What steps need to
be taken to protect IP
rights in connection
with any AI
developed, and to
protect from IP
infringement claims
in relation to the use
of AI?

Antitrust
Does the use of AI
give rise to any
competition /
antitrust issues?
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Blockchain / Distributed Ledger Technology
(DLT)

Regulatory issues

Smart contracts
in the
regulatory
context

Blockchain
applications and
Regtech

Increasing
regulator interest
globally

Changing areas of
focus: digital
currencies,
DLT, ICOs

Increasing
momentum, but
what real clarity
is there?

Issues
Key question:
is it a regulated
activity?

Potential
approaches
to the regulatory
question

Fragmentation
in global
regulatory
responses
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Legal issues - DLT / smart contracts
Contractual

Other issues

• Electronic status

• Anti-trust issues

• Enforceability

• Coding bugs (who is liable?)

• Immutability

• Hacking and cyber security

• Legal formalities (e.g. deeds)

• Amendments (how do you amend?)

• Governing law and jurisdiction

• External information sources (so-called
“oracles”)

IP issues

Data protection and
confidentiality

•

Open source software – who gets to
own?

•

Problems with joint IP ownership

•

Consortia patent pools – a good idea?

•

How do you amend/erase personal
data in an immutable chain?

•

Should personal data be kept offchain?
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Disclaimer
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP and Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc are separate legal entities
and all of them are members of Norton Rose Fulbright Verein, a Swiss verein. Norton Rose Fulbright Verein helps coordinate the activities of the members but does not itself provide legal services to
clients.
References to ‘Norton Rose Fulbright’, ‘the law firm’ and ‘legal practice’ are to one or more of the Norton Rose Fulbright members or to one of their respective affiliates (together ‘Norton Rose
Fulbright entity/entities’). No individual who is a member, partner, shareholder, director, employee or consultant of, in or to any Norton Rose Fulbright entity (whether or not such individual is
described as a ‘partner’) accepts or assumes responsibility, or has any liability, to any person in respect of this communication. Any reference to a partner or director is to a member, employee or
consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications of the relevant Norton Rose Fulbright entity.
The purpose of this communication is to provide general information of a legal nature. It does not contain a full analysis of the law nor does it constitute an opinion of any Norton Rose Fulbright
entity on the points of law discussed. You must take specific legal advice on any particular matter which concerns you. If you require any advice or further information, please speak to your usual
contact at Norton Rose Fulbright.
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